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Important Notice 
for the Installer

Genuine Wood TEXTURED Face Siding
Maibec Natural tones

Maibec Natural tones reduce the time-
consuming maintenance typically associated with 
exterior siding in a semi-transparent finish.  
High-precision equipment and the chemistry of 
next-generation stains allow for a finish process 
that combines the UV protection of a solid stain 
with the unmatched charm of a semi-transparent 
stain. The product’s rich and natural finish is 
produced by combining carefully-selected stains in 
a two-coat application. Its performance is backed 
by a warranty closer to those of factory-stained 
siding in a solid colour.

However, this product requires more maintenance 
over time than the equivalent product in a two 
coat solid stain. Maibec Natural tones textured 
face siding is backed by an 8-year warranty 
against cracking, peeling or blistering of the 
stain including labour for the first 5 years. 
This warranty is conditional upon following the 
installation and storage requirements, as well as the 
maintenance requirements described in the Maibec 
maintenance guide. As a result, and depending 
on the siding’s exposure to the elements, the 
owner should expect to re-stain (2 coats) Natural 
tones textured face siding within 6 to 8 years 
of installation in order to maintain the product’s 
original appearance.

Variations in the stain from one piece of siding 
to another are due to the natural tones and 
are part of the intended natural effect. Once 
the siding is installed, these variations will blend 
into the wall. As a result, such variations do not 
constitute a manufacturing defect.

During installation, take note of these 
variations when arranging the boards on the 
wall. For a harmonious look, avoid installing 
several boards with a more pronounced 
texture together in a small area. 

For full details, consult Maibec’s installation and 
maintenance guides at maibec.com under the 
“TECHNICAL INFORMATION” tab.
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